
Sunday of the Witness 

 

 

Acclamation: From the Lord to the Lady, one single Love, one single Mystery: 

  one single Kingdom to lead all His Creation to God. 

Mother: A proclamation of the works of the Lady. 

Assembly: The Lady’s word is a word of truth. 

Mother: 
 

 

In “Life of Love” [vol. III, pp. 178 and 315], Marie-Paule wrote: 

All our lives we have a witness to bear; we must be a living testimonial to the marvelous 

realities taught us by our holy Mother the Church in fidelity to Him who brought it into 

being. The example we set becomes a formation for others.... 

The most subtle apostolate to be exercised is at the spiritual level in order to help souls, or 

even at the level of evangelization in mission lands. 

So many errors are committed, errors that are almost irreparable! No one should be 

pushed to follow us into any particular movement; we should not try to control a person’s 

actions as if we were responsible for them. 

We must be “CHARITY” and “LOVE”. In so being, we attract the attention of others, and 

they become interested in our way of life and ask questions about our state, desiring to 

have the same peace, the same serene joy, wanting to embark in their turn upon this same 

marvelous path. 

I remember having once read in a book entitled, “Chercheurs de Dieu” [Seekers of God], 

written by a convert: “God is a personal experience, so personal that it is of no avail to 

others, and I understand now why people who seek to convert you can be so exasperat-

ing.”  

That is why those who live of God should be, above all, a living testimonial to His evan-

gelical Word. This is achieving perfection in the apostolate. 

 

Mother: Thus said the Lady. 
 

Assembly: May she be blessed forever.  


